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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to design and implement a concrete
interface generation system. The concrete interface generator is a
software system which takes a formal specification as input and gener-
ates the specification part of an Ada implementation as output. Attri-
bute grammars and fourth-generation language tools have been used in
the implementation of this system. Spec, a formal language for writing
black-box specifications for large software systems, was used as the
input for the concrete interface generation system. Ada was chosen to
be the computer language generated by the system. This thesis imple-
ments a subset of the Spec language, discusses the design methcd-
ology used in its implementation, and presents guidelines for the
mapping of Spec to Ada. Included is a listing of the Spec grammar, the
concrete interface generator systems source listing, a sample of input
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I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the ever-increasing capability of computer hardware coupled
with the ever-decreasing cost of the computer hardware, there is a great
pressure being placed on the development of today's software systems.
The software systems being asked for in today's environment are becom-
ing larger and much more complex. Some systems being developed have
more than a million lines of code. A software development organization
numbering 100 individuals may take years to complete a large software
project.
Of course, the development cost of such large projects is going to be
enormous. Since more processes are being automated and projects are
taking longer, the pool of available personnel has dwindled, thus driving
wages up.
As a result of these problems, a rapidly growing area of software
engineering is the development of tools to aid in the software develop-
ment process. One tool developed by Berzlns [Ref. i1 is the formal specifi-
cation language Spec. Spec is used for writing black-box specifications
for components of software systems in the formal specification stage of
software development. The black-box specifications contain the major
decisions in the architectural design and are produced by highly skilled
software designers.
Once the design is complete, average programmers implement these
Spec specifications. Due to the normal human factors involved, the
implementation process is error prone and time consuming.
To help solve these problems, a software tool is needed that will
reduce errors and decrease the time required to implement formal speci-
fications. This thesis centers on the design and implementation of a
concrete interface generation system that would automate part of the
implementation process.
A. OBMJCTIVES
This thesis extends the application of attribute grammars and
fourth-generation language tools to include production of a concrete
interface generation system. The system is created by developing a
source program for the fourth-generation language tool Kodiyak. The
source program is compiled by Kodlyak, which generates the desired
system (see Figure 1.1). The design methodology and guidelines for
producing concrete Interfaces are discussed in Section B of Chapter Ill.
source.k KdykConcrete Interface
Generation System
Figure 1.1. System Creation
The concrete interface generator contemplated for this research is a
software system which takes a formal specification as input and gener-
ates the Ada specification as output (see Figure 1.2). Once the concrete
2




concrete Interface Adoa specifications
C~enerecon cotstem
Figure 1.2. System Use
The concrete interface generation system will offer software engi-
neers a cost-effective, timely, and efficient means to generate Ada specifi-
cations. Many man-hours will be saved as automatic generation replaces
manual methods. The concrete interface generator will also greatly
reduce the number of errors inherent in the human process of coding the
Ada specifications.
B. ,SEARCH QUESTIONS
There are two principal research questions for this thesis. First,
what are the basic concepts of and the theoretical foundations for design
and implementation of a concrete interface generator using attribute
grammars and fourth-generation language tools?
Second, what are the issues associated with designing and imple-
menting a concrete interface using an attribute grammar and fourth-
generation language tools? Is it a feasible means of developing a software
tool such as a concrete interface generator?
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C. ORGANIZATIO. ? STUDY
The tools used tc create the concrete interface generation system are
described in Chapter II. Included are discussions of Spec, attribute gram-
mars. the Kodiyak Application Generator, and several software tools pre-
viously developed.
The design and implementation are presented in Chapter II. Design
methodologies, including the use of translation templates and attribute
dependency diagrams, are discussed.
Conclusions are presented in Chapter IV, which also discusses sug-
gestions for improvement of the concrete interface generation system,
how the design was influenced by Kodiyak's limitations, and what exten-




The following discussion describes the Spec grammar used in this
research, attribute grammars in general, the Kodiyak application genera-
tor, and two previous tools developed using these components. The Kodi-
yak application generator is the software tool actually used to create the
concrete interface generator. In order for Kodiyak to perform its function,
a grammar of the language to be parsed (Spec) must be annotated with
attributes that generate the required structures of the desired output
language (Aa).
A. SPEC-A FORMAL SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE
Spec is a formal language developed to make the process of describ-
ing components of large software systems more efficient and the
components themselves less ambiguous for implementation. Black-box
specifications are developed to describe the interfaces for each module of
the software system being developed. Discussion of the event model and
the Spec language extracted from Reference 2 follows. Appendix A con-
tains a listing of the grammar for the Spec language used in this
research.
1. Event Model
The event model is the semantic basis for Spec. The event model
uses four primitives: modules, messages, events, and alarms. A module
is a black box that interacts with other modules by sending and receiving
messages. A message is a data packet sent from one module to another.
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An event occurs instantaneously when a message is received by a module
at a particular time. An alarm defines a particular time in a module at
which temporal events will be triggered.
a. Modules
Modules are used to model software components. They are
the basic building blocks of Spec. You specify a module's behavior by
describing its interface, which consists of the set of stimuli (events) it rec-
ognizes and their associated responses (sets of events). All interactions
must involve explicit message transmissions. There are five kinds of
modules in Spec. The three most often used are:
(1) Functions. A function has no memory (is immutable).
so its behavior is independent of the past. Completely specified function
modules calculate single-valued mathematical functions, while incom-
pletely specified function modules can behave nondeterministically. An
example Spec function is shown in Figure 2.1 (Ref. 11.
(2) Machine. A machine does have internal memory (is
mutable) so its behavior does depend on its past interactions. The behav-
ior of a machine module is described in terms of a conceptual model of
its state using a finite set of state variables. State changes can only occur
at events. See Figure 2.2 [Ref. 11.
(3) Types. A type module defines an abstract data type.
The definition must contain a value set and a set of operations on the
value set. Types can be mutable or immutable. An immutable type has a
fixed value set, and the operations of an immutable type cannot change
6
FUNCTION square root{precision:float SUCH THAT precision > 0.01
MESSAGE(x: float)
WHEN x >- 0.0
REPLY(y: float)
WHERE y > 0.0, approximates(y * y, x)
OTHERWISE REPLY EXCEPTION imaginary squareroot
CONCEPT approximates (rl r2: float)
VALUE(b: boolean)
WHERE b <-> abs(rl - r2) <- abs(r2 * precision)
END
Figure 2.1. Example of a Spec Function
MACHINE sender




WHEN length(file) > 0
SEND first(b: block) TO receiver WHERE b - file[l]
TRANSITION data - file
OTHERWISE REPLY EXCEPTION empty_file
MESSAGE echo(b: block)
WHEN b - data(l] & length(data) > 1
SEND next(bl: block) TO receiver WHERE bl - data[l]
TRANSITION *data - b II data
WHEY b - data~l] & length(data) - 1
SEND done TO receiver
SEND done TO sender
TRANSITION data - ( I
OTHERWISE SEND retransmnit(b2: block) TO receiver WHERE b2 - data(l
MESSAGE done
TRANSACTION transfer - send; DO echo OD; done
END
Figure 2.2. Example of a Spec Machine
7
the properties of the individual type instances (see Figure 2.3 [Ref. 11). A
mutable type can create and destroy type instances with internal states




MODEL(code: nat) -- ASCII codes
INVARIANT ALL(c: char () <- c.code <- 127)
MESSAGE create(n: nat) -- literal 'a' - create(97) and so on
WHEN 0 <- n <- 127 REPLY(c: char) WHERE c.code - n
OTHERWISE REPLY EXCEPTION illegalcode
MESSAGE ordinal(c: char) REPLY(n: nat)
WHERE n - c.code
MESSAGE equal(cl c2: char) REPLY(b: boolean)
WHERE b <-> (cl.code - c2.code)
CONCEPT letter(c: char) VALUE(b: boolean)
WHERE b <-> (c IN ['a' .. 'z'] I c IN ('A' .. 'Z']
CONCEPT digit(c: char) VALUE(b: boolean)
WHERE b <-> c IN ('0' .. '9'3
END
Figure 2.3. Spec Ezample of a Type
b. Messages
Messages are used to model abstract interactions. These
interactions can be realized as procedure calls, returns from a procedure,
Ada rendezvous, etc. Each message has four attributes: the origin (who
sent the message), the name (used to identify the service requested by a
normal message or the exception condition determined by an exception
8
message), a sequence of data values (either inputs or results), and condi-
tion (either normal or exception). The origin of a message is the event or
alarm that caused the message to be sent. The reply is sent to the mod-
ule that sent the stimulus, which can be determined from the message's
implicit origin attribute (a feature of the event model).
c. Events
The behavior of a system consists of a set of events. Each
event is uniquely identified by three associated properties: a module, a
message, and a time. "Time" corresponds to the time at which the
module received a message.
An event can be classified as reactive or temporal. A reac-
tive event is an event which occurs in response to an external stimulus.
such as the user initiating a response from the system. A temporal event
occurs when a regularly scheduled or planned event (e.g., an alarm) initi-
ates an internal stimulus which requires a response from the system.
d. Alarms
Each alarm consists of a module, a message, and a time,
but an alarm causes the module to send a message to itself at the given
time. Each module has a clock that measures local time which is used by
the event model to control events that must happen at specific times
(e.g., at 3:00 a.m. every Sunday).
2. Some Other Components of Spec
a. Deflnitions and Instance Modules
Definitions are a module type used to declare concepts that
are necessary to explain the system being described. They provide access
9
tc widely shared concepts needed by various modules. Definition mod-
ules can contain only concept definitions.
Instance modules are used to make an instance or partial
instantiation of generic modules and for making interface adjustments to
reusable components by hiding or changing some names.
b. Concepts
The purpose of concepts is to help decompose the speci-
fication into manageable units. Concepts represent properties that
describe the system's intended behavior. In the square-root example,
shown in Figure 2.1, the concept "approximates" defines what you mean
by "a sufficiently accurate approximation" in terms of the generic pawam-
eter prectsnorL
c. Semantic Iuues
There are many semantic issues (such as scoping rules,
naming constraints, and type constraints) in the Spec language that will
iot be discussed here. More information concerning these issues may be
f id in References 1 and 3.
B. ATTRMUTZ GRAMMARS
Attribute grammars were Lroduced by Knuth when he built upon
the idea of defining semantics by associating synthesized attributes with
each non-terminal symbol and associating corresponding semantic rules
with each production [Ref. 41. Knuth showed that inherited attributes are
useful in the cases where part of the meaning of a given construction is
determined by the context in which it is used.
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The development of an attribute grammar begins with a context-free
grammar. Each grammar symbol is then assigned a set of attributes
which are divided into two subsets: inherited attributes and synthesized
attributes. Picture the node of a grammar symbol in the parse tree as a
record with fields for holding information, then each attribute corre-
sponds to one of those fields as in Figure 2.4.
The greatest use of attribute grammars has been for translating one
language to another. Specifically, they are used to develop compilers and
ccmpilers-compilers (application generators), and for translating gram-
mar specifications into executable code, such as the work presented
here. Attribute grammars are extremely well suited to the development of
these tools because they are easily modified when extensions are added
and the attribute equations are independent of each other.
C. KODIrAK APPLICATION GENERATOR
The Kodiyak Application Generator is a language designed for con-
structing translators [Ref. 51. It is modeled after Knuth's descriptions of
attributed grammars. The language includes facilities for describing a
lexical scanner, an LALR (1) grammar, and attribute definition equations
[Ref. 61.
Kodiyak integrates the functions of the LEX [Ref. 71 analyzer genera-
tor, the YACC [Ref. 81 parser generator, anJ the code necessary to com-
pile the "C" language code into executable code. Kodiyak lets the designer
work in terms of equations defining attribute values, rather than with
fragments of "C" code, as necessary when using YACC directly. Kodiyak




D ~value of OtlTbute
Figure 2.4. Grammar SyMbo ad Attribute Relationship
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The discussion that follows was extracted from Ref. 6 and provides
only that information required to understand the code in this research.
Complete, detailed information can be obtained from References 6 and 9.
1. Format
The Kodiyak program has three sections. The first section
describes the features of the lexical scanner which is used to translate
the source text into tokens, establish operator precedence and declare
associativities for those tokens. The second section names the attributes
associated with each grammar symbol and defines their types. The third
section describes the grammar and the attributed equations which define
the semantics of the translation. These three sections in a Kodiyak pro-
gram are separated by a double percent symbol ("%%") on a line between
each section.
2. Comments
The exclamation point ("I") is used to start a comment which
continues to the end of the line it is located on. A comment may begin
anywhere on the line.
3. Lezical Scanner Section
The primary function of statements in this section is to specify
the terminal symbols of the grammar and how input text is to be trans-
formed to these symbols. The secondary function is to specify a set of
operator precedence to be used in conjunction with the grammar. An
example of typical statements found in this section are shown in Figure
2.5. The most common form of the basic token definition is:
TERMINALNAME :REGULAREXPRESSION
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The keyword "%define" introduces the definition of a class of
terminal symbols. For example DIGIT, in Figure 2.5, is defined to be a
single ASCII character between "0" and "9."
Terminal symbols can be described using the defined characters
class symbols. For example the terminal symbol "NUMBER" shown in
Figure 2.5, is described using the previously defined symbol "DIGIT." The
braces (M }") are used to indicate a previously defined symbol.
!Lexical Section
Lexical definitions
%detine DIGIT : C0-91
%define ALFA : Ca-zA-ZI
%defin* ALFAUUM : Ca-zA-Z_0-91
! Terminal names describe.. using lexical definitions
NUMBER :(DIGIT)+




Figure 2.5. Sample Lazical Definitions
An important part of the lexical section is the resolution of
ambiguities found in the input text that match more than one regular
expression in the program. When this occurs, two rules are applied to
resolve the conflict. The first rule is that when text matches more than
one regular expression, the regular expression which matches the
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greatest number of characters is applied. The second rule is that if the
input text matches more than one token, the rule which occurs first has
precedence.
Conflicts between productions in the grammar are resolved by
operator precedence declarations. Operator precedence declarations
begin with %left, %right. or %nonassoc. The keyword "%left" in Figure
2.5 implies left associativity for the line (e.g.. 6 + 4 + 7 associates as
(6 + 4) + 7). The operators with the weakest binding power are listed first.
Operators on the same line have equal precedence.
4. Attribute Declaration Section
The attribute declarations section consists of attribute declara-
tions for all non-terminals and named terminals in the program. There
are two simple data types for attributes: strings and integers. The data
type for each attribute of each terminal or non-terminal must be declared
in this section. as in Figure 2.6.
Named terminal symbols (e.g.. "AND" in Figure 2.6) are permit-
ted two special predefined attributes that are provided to the program-
mer. The first is "%text,* which is a string type and is initialized to the
input text matched by the terminal symbol. The second is "%line," which
is an integer type and is initialized to the line number of the input text on
which the matching text occurred.
15
















%% !Separates attribute declarations section from attribute
granuar section.
Figure 2.6. Sample Attribute Declaratlons
5. Attribute Grammar Section
The attribute grammar section defines the syntax and seman-
tics of the translation. It consists of a set of Bachus-Naur Form (BNF)
rules and sets of equations defining attributes. The rule syntax is shown
in Figure 2.7.
16
nonterminal : symbol-i symbol-2 symbol-3
{
Attribute equations go here.
1;
Figure 2.7. Syntaz of Kodlyak Rules
The rule in Figure 2.7 means the non-terminal can be recog-
nized if the symbols listed after the ":" appear in the sequence shown. If
the non-terminal is recognized, the attribute equations for those symbols
will be evaluated.
Kodiyak includes additional functions of potential value that
have not been discussed here. Explanations of these functions may be
found in Reference 6.
6. Us.g Kodiyak
The Kodlyak input program must be stored in a file named with
a ".k" uffx (e.g., program-name.k). The command to invoke Kodlyak is
*k program-name" where "program-name.k is the input program to be
compiled. Once Kodtyak has started running, it creates and then deletes
several files during its processing. When It has finished processing, the
input program is still prn&ent along with three other newly created files.
The object code will be located in the file named "program-name," compi-
lation statistics are stored in "program-name.stats," and the file
"program.-name.z" will contain a symbolic listing of the parser tables and
other diagnostic information.
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D. TOOLS IMPLEMENTED WITH ATTRIBUTE GRAMMAR TOOLS
Some previous applications of the Kodiyak Application generator are
described here.
1. Specification Language Type Checker
The purpose was to implement a language-dependent type
checker for the specification language Spec. The code to create this tool
is written entirely as an attribute grammar and then compiled using the
Kodlyak Application Generator, producing the executable code [Ref. 10].
2. Language Translator For The Computer-Aided Prototyplng
System (CAPS)
The PSDL translator translates prototype specifications written
in the Prototype Description Language (PSDL) into Ada. The design of the
PSDL language translator used a "template translation methodology"
developed by the author [Ref. 111 that is used in the research presented
here. These templates are used to derive the attribute equations that
form the core of the Kodlyak source files.
3. Test Result Classifier
The test result classifier is a tool developed to partir ly auto-
mate the testing pimse of , large software development project. The test
result classifier repeat, .y calls a program module and reports the cases
when the results of the call do not conform to the specification of the
module [Ref. 121. Spec, Kodlyak, and Ada were used in the development
of the test result classifier.
4. Specification Pretty Printer
A pretty printer is a software tool used to format expressions of
a formal language in a consistent manner so they are easier to
18
understand and read. The specification pretty printer is designed to cor-
rectly format the formal specification language Spec [Ref. 131. Kodiyak
was used to generate the specification pretty printer.
19
I. DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter explains the design and implementation of the concrete
interface generator. The concrete interface generation system is a soft-
ware tool designed to automatically generate Ada specifications from a
formal specification language.
To avoid confusion throughout this chapter, Spec keywords will be
written in uppercase (e.g., MESSAGE). The curly braces "()" will be used
to denote an attribute name, such as (name).
A. THE POBLEM
The development of a large software system is a time-consuming,
error-prone process. Most often, the design phase of the development
process is rushed so the coding phase can begin. However. the design is
probably the most important part of the development process. If there
were a tool to automatically generate some of the actval code, more time
could be spent in the design phase.
1. Why Ada W" Chosen
Ada was chosen to be the target programming language for the
concrete interface generator for several reasons. One reason is the U.S.
Department of Defense (DOD) directive that Ada is to be used in develop-
ing software systems for DOD (Ref. 141. Other reasons are related to the
design goals of the language itself. Ada was designed to support abstrac-




One of the basic program units in Ada is the package. Packages
are used to define a collection of logically related subprogram units
(procedures and/or functions), type declarations, and associated opera-
tions. A complete Ada package is divided into two parts:
1. Specifications-The package specification gives the compiler the
information it needs for type checking, storage allocation, and gen-
erating calls for resources defined in the package. It should also
give the user information about what the package does, but this is
accomplished via informal comments rather than via formal Ada
structures.
2. Body-The body contains the details of the package, such as the
procedures. functions, etc. to actually implement the abstract idea
described by the Spec.
Figure 3.1 shows a complete Ada package. Since packages are
probably the most frequently used program units in Ada. any software
tool designed to generate Ada code would be expected to generate the
package construct. The package program unit is included in the current
implementation of the concrete interface generator.
3. Limitations of this Implementation
Only a subset of the Spec grammar has been implemented in
this version of the concrete interface generator system. The implementa-
tion presented here includes Spec functions and generates Ada specifica-
tions for packages, generic functions, and non-generic functions. The
current implementation does not include Spec MACHINES or TYPES,




package scplarerootpkg is package
function square root (x: float) return float; specicaion
imaginarysquare root: excepti -;
end square root_pkg;
package body square root pkg is
function square root (x: float) return float is
z: float :- x;
tolerance: float :- x * precision;
begin
if x < 0.0 then
raise imaginarysquare root; package
end if;
while (abs(z * z - x) > tolerance) loop body
-- Bound: floor(abs(z - x / z) / tolerance).




end squareroot pkg; _
Figure 3.1. Complete Ada Package
The implementation requires that the 1iser provide the following
resources to facilitate the creation and use ot _ Ada specification pro-
duced by the concrete interface generation system.
1. Correct Spec input
2. Type declarations for types contained in the Spec
Correct Spec input is needed because the system does not have an error-
checking capability. The user also supplies Ada packages containing the
declarations of all data types and any required I/O routines for those
types.
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The Spec description of the generic square-root function is
shown in Figure 3.2. The Ada function "squareroot" shown in Figure 3.1
is implemented based on the Spec description of the required abstract
interface, in accordance with Spec concrete interface conventions [Ref. 11.
An example of a procedure using "square-rootpkg" is shown in Figure
3.3. The procedure "Main" provides all the declarations and I/O routines
needed by the package.
FUNCTION square root(precision:float SUCH THAT precision > 0.0}
MESSAGE(x: float)
WHEN x >a 0.0
REPLY(y: float)
WHERE y > 0.0, approximat's(y * y, x)
OTHERWISE REPLY EXCEPTION imagiriarysquare root
CONCEPT approximates (rl r2: float)
VALUE(b: boolean)
WHERE b <-> abs (r1 - r2) <- abs(r2 * precision)
FND




packate sqrt is new square rootpkg(float'epsilon);









Figure 3.3. Procedure Using square_rootpkg
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4. Intended Usage
The purpose of the concrete interface generation system is to
reduce the time needed to implement a large software system after it has
been formally specified with Spec. Since the Ada code is automatically
generated the number of coding errors will be greatly reduced.
B. THE DESIGN
1. Mapping Spec to Ada
General rules for generating concrete interface specificat -ns in
Ada co- -sponding to an abstract architectural design expressed j Spec
were a -.,eloped in the book Software Engineering with Abstractions by
Berzins and Luqi [Ref. 51. MESSAGE is the key construct of Spec that
determines which Ada program unit or subprogram unit the Spec module
will be translated into. The number of output parameters and the Spec
constructs associated with the message, such as REPLY and GENERATE,
greatly affect the end result. The rule that applies to the FUNCTION
"squareroot" is as follows:
A message with a REPLY containing exactly one data component and
without any TRANSITION clauses corresponds to an Ada function
with an "in" parameter for each component of the MESSAGE and a
"return" corresponding to the single data component of the REPLY.
[Ref. 1
Once the program unit has been determined, details of mapping
Spec to Ada are driven by the Spec grammar. Each word of the Spec
module provides information to determine the completed Ada
specification.
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There are two other general rules for the mapping of Spec to
Ada not implemented here. These rules determine the type of Ada proce-
dure into which the Spec will be translated. When the MESSAGE
includes a Spec GENERATE, the following rule applies:
A message with a GENERATE corresponds to a generic procedure
with a single generic procedure parameter. The generic parameter
represents the body of the loop to be driven by the generator, and
takes one "in" parameter corresponding to the elements of each
sequence to be generated. The state variables of the loop correspond
to nonlocal variables of the actual procedure bound to the generic
parameter. [Ref. 11
If the Spec construct does not correspond to either of the two cases
described above, the following rule will apply:
A message that does not match the previous two cases corresponds
to an Ada procedure with an "in" parameter for each component of
the MESSAGE and an "out" parameter for each component of the
REPLY, if there is one. (Ref. 11
Additional alternatives to these rules can be introduced by Spec pragmas
[Ref. 11. These additional alternatives are not supported by the current
version of the concrete interface generator.
2. Translation Templates
A translation template is a schematic representation of the out-
put desired from the translation process, which in this case is an Ada
program unit. Translation templates are used for organizing and naming
the attributes needed for the implementation. The attribute names iden-
tify slots to be filled by the attribute grammar. There are two steps in
building the templates:
1. Determine the fixed portions of the program unit.
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2. Determine and name the computed portions.
The fixed portions of the template consist of Ada reserved
words, lexical elements, separators, and dellmiters. These are shown in
plain type in Figure 3.4. The portions of the program that must be
determined using attribute equations are given names and analyzed.
These parts should be broken down into manageable pieces and assigned
attribute names which are descriptive of the Ada parts they will
represent.
guticpaameters -- only if requi:ed
package nans .pkg is
subprograa deolarat ions
exopt on.declarat Lons ;
end nams _pkg;
Figure 3.4. Package Template
A common case in translation templates is a subtemplate that
can be repeated, according to the structure of the source text. We
express such situations via a naming convention, where the name of a
slot containing repeated instances of a subtemplate is the plural form of
the name of the subtemplate. The name of the subtemplate is always
singular, and the associated diagram represents a single typical instance
of the subtemplate, For example, the attribute (subprogramdeclarations
name is in the plural form because a package could have more than one
subprogram unit (see Figure 3.4).
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Another useful guideline to use when building templates is to
use subtemplates when a portion of the template is not easily manage-
able. A template for a Spec package, with the attribute names in bold
type, is shown in Figure 3.4. The function declaration template, in Figure
3.5, is a subtemplate for the package template in Figure 3.4.
gene:ic€.pa:aintezu
function name C inputjyalamsters return returntpe
Figure 3.5. Function Declaration Template
The translation templates for the future implementation of a
Spec MACHINE are shown in Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8. The procedure
declaration subtemplates shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 were intro-
duced to show the parameter structure and attribute names of an Ada
procedure.
A translation template for a Spec TYPE is given in Figure 3.9.
The TYPE template requires the additional attribute {type_declarations) to
build the parts needed in Ada for coding abstract data types. The gener-
ated type declaration in the private part will have an empty slot for the
actual definition of the data representation which must be filled in during
implementation. This information can also be derived from a Spec
pragma in a future version of the system.
The template process is very useful and should be used
throughout the implementation.
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Figure 3.6. Machine Declaration Template
gen.:tcjazemtex.
procedure name ( procedurejpazmaters
Figure 3.7. Procedure Declaration Template
pazamitex naae : pauemoter mode parameter type
Figure 3.8. Procedure PaaeesTemplate
generit-Paraonteru







Figure 3.9. Type Template
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C. IMPLEMENTATION
The purpose of attributes used in the translation is to construct the
computed parts of the desired Ada specification. The attribute names
were chosen based on the translation templates.
The reader should refer to Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.10, and 3.11 in nrder
to understand the relationship between the various tools used in the
design and clarify any questions that may arise from the following
discussion.
A sample production rule for the non-terminal "message" with sam-
ple attribute equations is shown below in Figure 3.10. The attribute
names are in bold type and show how attribute values are passed up the
parse tree. The attribute dependency diagram shown in Figure 3.11
summarizes dependencies between the attributes and is discussed in
Part 2 of Section C.
message
MESSAGE formal-message response pragmas
message.fomaIpazamtera -
formalmessage. foial.paraaters;
message. 1tuZntyp - response. etuntype;
message.eception declarationa -
response .e zeption declarations; }
Figure 3. 10. Production Rule With Attributes
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ada_loeccation





Figure 3.11. Attribute Dependency Diagram
1. Attribute Characteristics
There are two characteristics used to describe an attribute. One
characteristic describes how the attribute is derived (synthesized or
inherited) and the other characteristic describes the attribute's data type.
An attribute is either synthesized or inherited. For synthesized
attributes, the attribute value of the symbol on the left-hand side of a
production is defined in terms of the attributes of the symbols on the
right-hand side. Synthesized attributes are computed bottom-up. Con-
versely, inherited attributes for symbols on the right are defined in terms
of the attributes of the symbol on the left-hand side. Inherited attributes
are computed top-down.
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The type of an attribute refers to the data type associated with
the values of the attribute. The only types allowed by Kodiyak are integer,
string, and map.
For the design presented here, all attributes are synthesized
and have values of type string except for the attribute
(numoutputyariables), which is type integer.
2. Attribute Dependency Daga
The attribute dependency diagram is another useful tool for
understanding a design based on an attribute grammar. The diagram
shown in Figure 3. 11, should be constructed during the implementation
process. The dependency diagram's purpose is similar to that for a mod-
ule dependency diagram for a program and shows which parts are
needed to compute the value of each attribute.
Several pieces of information are determined from analyzing the
dependency diagram. For example, the attribute (adaspecification)
requires the values of every other attribute before its value can be
determined. The diagram also shows which attributes are used more
than once in the implementation. The diagram should prove extremely
valuable for extending or changing the implementation at a later date.
3. Attribute Definitions
The attribute dependency diagram (Figure 3.11). the package
template (Figure 3.4). and the function declarations template (Figure 3.5)
summarize the structure of the design. Each attribute is connected to a
set of attributes on the next lower level of the diagram. This is the set of
attributes used to define the parent attribute. For example, the attribute
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(adaspecification) is defined in terms of the attributes
(generic-parameters}, (name), (subprogram declarations}, a d
(exceptionjdeclarations). The following discussion is organized in top-
down order with respect to the attribute dependency diagram.
a. adaspecifcation
The highest level attribute {ada-specification) is used to
produce the translation output. All of the other attributes are built, con-
catenated together, and stored in the attribute {ada..speciflcation). The
value of the (ada-specification) attribute at the root node of the parse tree
provides the result of the translation, as indicated by a "%output"
declaration.
b. gener~c..paramters
The attribute (generic-parameters) is used to build the
generic portion of the package if there is one. When a package contains
generic parameters, this attribute provides the Ada reserved words, vari-
able names, type, and delimiters needed for the generic part of an Ada
specification.
c. nam
The attribute (name) represents the actual name of the
package, which is *square-root" for the example shown in Figure 3.2. As
shown in the package template in Figure 3.4. the value of an attribute
can be used more than once. The attributes found on the same level as
(name) are the ones used to build the template.
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d. subprogram-declarations
The attribute {subprogram-declarations) is used to build
the required subprogram declaration statements. It uses the attribute
(parameter_name) and fparameter.type] to build the complete parameter
list. This attribute also provides the necessary keywords for the subpro-
gram declaration statement.
e. exception_declarations
The last attribute used in the package template is
(exception-declarations}. This attribute adds the exception declaration
statements to the Ada specifications that were found in the MESSAGE.
f . input.parameters
The attribute {inputparameters) provides the parameter
names, modes, types, and delimiters for the input parameter part of the
subprogram declaration, for any function or procedure that has input
parameters. The attribute {input-parameters) and (return-type) are
shown in the function declaration template (Figure 3.5).
g. rtur..typ
The attribute {returntype) is used to furnish the type of the
function's return variable. An Ada function can return only one type per
Ada function and this type may or may not be the same as the type of
one of the input variables.
ht. output parameters
The attribute {output.parameters) provides the parameter
names, mode, type, and delimiters of the output parameter list for an
Ada procedure. This attribute uses (parameter-name) and
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(parameter-type) to build the parameter list. The attribute
finput-paraneters) and {outputparameters) are concatenated together to
form the procedure's complete parameter list.
i. numoutputvariables
The attribute (num._output.varables) is used to count the
number of output variables in a Spec MESSAGE. This is the only attri-
bL , of type integer in the implementation. The number of output vari-
ables is important because an Ada function can return only one value.
After the output var les have b -en counted, the result is stored in
{numoutput_varabl, and used .n a decision statement to determine
which subprogram declaration will be produced.
J. parameter name
The (parametername) attribute's purpose is to build the
parameter list for the three higher-level attributes (generic-parameters).
(input-parameters), and (output-parameters). The {parametername}
attribute is not shown In the package or function declaration t 'plate
because it is a lower-level attribute.
k. param tw o
The attribute (parameter.type) is used to provide the data
type for all parameters in the generic, formal, and actual parameter lists.
Also a lower-level attribute, fparameter_type) does not appear in the
translation templates.
. %text
The attribute {%text) is the lowest-level attribute and is pre-
defined by Kodlyak. The value of this attribute is the source text that
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matches a terminal symbol In the grammar. Every other attribute
depends on (%text) for pieces of actual text needed from the initial Spec
specification to be used in the output Ada specification. For example, the
names of packages, variables, and data types are needed to produce the
Ada specification.
D. SYSTEM GENERATION PROCEDURE
Once the attribute grammar has been written, it must be compiled
using Kodiyak. If compilation is successful, an executable "C" program is
produced. It is this executable "C" program which accepts the Spec func-
tion as input to produce the Ada specification. A more detailed procedure
for actually using this implementation is explained in the user's guide
found in Appendix C.
E. SAMPLZ INPUT AND OUTPUT
Several samples of Spec specifications used as input for the concrete
interface generation system and the respective Ada specifications gener-
ated by the system are shown below. The examples include cases of non-
generic, generic, multiple input values, multiple output values, exception
declarations, and multiple exception declarations, and multiple messages
are demonstrated.
1. Non-Generic Example
The first example in Figure 3.12 shows a non-generic Spec
FUNCTION and the corresponding Ada specification generated as output.
The generated Ada package contains one function statement resulting
from the MESSAGE and one exception declaration resulting from the
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OTHERWISE REPLY EXCEPTION statement. The Spec construct
CONCEPT does not contribute to the Ada specification but does provide
information for the package body, as well as for the test result evaluator
described in Reference 12.
FUNCTION square root
MESSAGE(x: float)
WHEN x >- 0.0
REPLY(y: float)
WHERE y > 0.0, approximates(y * y, x)
OTHERWISE REPLY EXCEPTION imaginarysquare root
CONCEPT approximates(rl r2: float)
VALUE(b: boolean)
WHERE b <-> abs(rl - r2) <- abs(r2 * precision)
END
A. Input: Spec
package square-root pkg is
function name(x: in float) return float;
imaginarysquare root: exception;
end square root.pkg;
B. Output: Ada Specification
Figure 3.12. Non-Generic Example
2. Generic Ezample
A generic FUNCTION was used for the example shown in Figure
3.13. I. this example. the variable precision is generic, and the generic
parameter declaration in the Ada specification is generated from the Spec
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generic parameter declaration. The rest of the Ada specification is similar
t0 the non-generic example above.
FUNCTION square root(precision:float SUCH THAT precision > 0.0
MESSAGE(x: float)
WHEN x >- 0.0
REPLY(y: float)
WHERE y > 0.0, approximates(y * y, x)
OTHERWISE REPLY EXCEPTION imaginarysquare root
CONCEPT approximates(rl r2: float)
VALUE(b: boolean)





package square rootpkg is
function name(x: in float) return float;
imaginary square root: exception;
end square root pkg;
B. Output: Ada Specification
Figure 3.13. Generic Example
3. Multiple-Mesages. Inputs
The example Spec FUNCTION *plus" shown in Figure 3.14
demonstrates a very important feature of the concrete interface genera-
tion system. A Spec FUNCTION can contain more than one MESSAGE
and must generate a function declaration for each instance. This is use-
ful for grouping together the overloaded variants of a function, especially
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if the meanings of the variants are strongly related. This example also
demonstrates the capability of the concrete interface generation system
to generate the Ada specification for Spec inputs containing multiple
parameter inputs.
FUNCTION plus
MESSAGE (x: integer, y: integer)
REPLY (z :integer)
WHERE z - x + y
MESSAGE (x:real, y:integer)
REPLY (z : real)
WHERE z - x + y
MESSAGE(x:integer, y:real)
REPLY(z:real)




function name(x: in integer; y: in integer) return integer;
function name(x: in real; y: in integer) return real;
function name(x: in integer; y: in real) return real;
end plus pkg;
B. Output: Ada Specification
Figure 3.14. Example of Multiple Messages and Multiple Inputs
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4. Multiple Outputs, Exception Declarations
The example in Figure 3.15 is used to demonstrate the case of a
Spec FUNCTION containing more than one output. If a Spec FUNCTION
contains more than one output, an Ada procedure statement is required.
FUNCTION divide
MESSAGE(x: integer, y:integer)
WHEN y -- 0
REPLY (quotient: integer, remainder: integer)
WHEN X=0, Y-0
REPLY EXCEPTION result-indeterminate




procedure name(x: in integer; y: in integer;




B. Output: Ada Specification
Figure 3.15. Example of Multiple Outputs and
Multiple Exception Declarations
This example includes multiple exception declaration state-
ments. As a formatting feature, when there art multiple messages, the
system was designed to add all exception declarations at the end of the
Ada specification as a group.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis has shown the design and implementation of a concrete
interface generation system is feasible. With the aid of the concrete inter-
face generation system, an Ada specification for the implemented subset
of Spec can be automatically generated in less time than it would take a
person to enter a hand-coded version into the computer. A fully imple-
mented concrete interface generation system using Spec as the formal
specification language will save many man-hours and greatly reduce the
error rate during the implementation phase of a software development
project.
A. EVALUATION OF THE DESIGN
The use of translation templates and attribute dependency diagrams
proved to be very useful tools In designing the concrete interface genera-
tor. To ensure success, the implementation had to be approached in a
systematic fashion. The translation templates we very iseful for the
organization and naming of attributes before the implementatiun began.
The attribute dependency diagram contributed to the design, during the
implementation process. by serving as a quick reference for attribute
dependency. Translation templates and attribute dependency diagram
are both highly recommended for future extensions of the concrete inter-
face generation system.
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B. EVALUATION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION
The greatest impact on the implementation effort was due to Kodi-
yak's lack of features and lack of user-friendliness. The implementation
process could have been much faster if Kodiyak had easily understood
error messages, better debugging facilities, and a good user interface.
The development of a good user interface could greatly enhance the
use of a tool like Kodlyak. For example, a graphical interface with the
ability to select attribute names from an attribute menu, display the
grammar in tree form, and move about the tree easily by selecting the
node to be displayed could greatly reduce the time required to implement
a software tool.
Due to Kodlyak's limited data types and lack of options to define
types or constants, several features could be added to create a more
robust environment for the generation of software tools. A few features
that would be helpful include the ability to define symbolic constants,
create user defined functions easily, implement user defined data types,
and interface with a programming language like Ada.
C. FUTURE WORK
This thesis has shown the feasibility of creating and implementing a
concrete interface generation system. However, more work must be done
to implement the complete Spec language. The implementation of Spec
MACHINE and TYPE modules plus the implementation of pragmas for
MACHINE, FUNCTION, and TYPE modules will be needed for a complete
implementation of the concrete interface generation system.
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APPENDIX A
GRAMMAR FOR THE FORMAL LANGUAGE SPEC
This appendix provides a listing of the Spec grammar used in the





A production with nothing after the "I" means the empty string






I instance ! of a generic module
function
optionally virtual FUNCTION moduleheader messages concepts END
Virtual modules are for inheritance only, never used directly.
machine
: optionallyvirtual MACHINE module header state messages
temporals transactions concepts END
type




DEFINITION module header concepts END
instance
INSTANCE module header where foreach concepts END
For making instances or partial instantiations of generic
modules.
" The foreach clause allows defining sets of instances.
module-header
formal name defaults inherits imports export pragmas
This part describes the static aspects of a module's
interface.
! The dynamic aspects of the interface are described in the
messages.
A module is generic iff it has parameters.
The parameters can be constrained by a SUCH THAT clause.
A module can inherit the behavior of other modules.
A module can import concepts from other modules.
A module can export concepts for use by other modules.
pragmas
pragmas PRAGMA actual-name I(' actuals I)'
inherits
inherits INHERIT actual name hide renames
Ancestors are generalizations or simplified views of a module.
A module inherits all of the behavior of its ancestors.
Hiding a message or concept means it will not be inherited.




Useful for providing limited views o± an actor.
Different user classes may see different views of a system.
Messages and concepts can be hidden.
renames
renames RENAME NAME AS NAME
Renaming is useful for preventing NAME conflicts when
inheriting
from multiple sources, and for adapting modules for new uses.
The parameters, model and state components, messages,
exceptions,
! and concepts of an actor can be renamed.
imports












WHEN expression list responseset pragmas response cases
I OTHERWISE response-set pragmas
response set
choose reply sends transition
choose
CHOOSE I(V formals ')
reply
: REPLY actual message where




s SEND actual-message TO actual-name where foreach
transition
TRANSITION expression list ! for describing state changes
formalmessge
: optional-exception optional_furmal name formalarguments
defaults
actual message




I %prec SEMI I must have a lower precedence than DEFAU72
where
WHERE expression list







FOREACH ' (' formals ')'
foreach is used to describe a set of messages or instances
model ! data types have conceptual models for values
MODEL formal.arguments invariant pragmas
state I machines have conceptual models for states
STATE formal arguments invariant initially pragmas
invariant I invariants are true for all states or instances
INVARIANT expression list






TEMPORAL formal-name defaults where response
Temporal events are trigged at absolute times,
in terms of the local clock of the actor.
The "where" describes the triggering conditions




TRANSACTION actual-name '-' action-list where foreach
Transactions are atomic.
The where clause can specify timing constraints.
action list
actionlist ';' action %prec SEMI ! sequence
I action
ayction
: action action %prec STAR ! unordered set of actions
I IF alternatives F1 ! choice
I DO alternatives OD I repeated choice
I actual name ! a normal message or subtransaction
I EXCEPTION actual-name I an exception message
alternatives
alternatives OR quard action list
I guard action list
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guard




CONCEPT formal name ':' expression defaults where
1 constants
I CONCEPT for --name '(' formals ')' defaults VALUE '(' formals
')' where

























NAME '{ actuals '
I NAME %prec SEMI I must have a lower precedence than '{'
actuals






expression list ',' expression %prec COMMA
I expression %prec COMMA
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expression
QUANTIFIER '(' formals BIND expression ')'
actual-name ! variables and constants
I expression '(' actuals ')' ! function call
I expression 'G' actualname expression with explicit type cast
I NOT expression %prec NOT
I expression AND expression %prec AND
I expression OR expression %prec OR
I expression IMPLIES expression %prec :MPLIES
I expression IFF expression %prec IFF
expression '-' expression %prec LE
expression '<' expression %prec LE
expression '>' expression %prec LE
I expression LE expression %prec LE
I expression GE expression %prec LE
I expression NE expression %prec LE
I expression NLT expression %prec LE
I expression NGT expression %prec LE
I expression NLE expression %prec LE
I expression NGE expression %prec LE
I expression EQV expression %prec LE
I expression NEQV expression %prec LE
'-' expression %prec UMINUS
expression '+' expression %prec PLUS
expression '-' expression %prec MINUS
expression "' expression %prec MUL
expression '/' expression %prec DIV
I expression MOD expression %prec MOD
I expression EXP expression %prec EXP
I expression U 4xpression %prec U
I expression APPEND expression %prec APPEND
I expression IN expression %prec IN
'' expression %prec STAR
! *x is the value of x in the previous state
I '$' expression %prec DOT
$x represents a collection of items rather than just one
sl - (x, $s2) means sl - union({x}, 32)
s - (x, $s2] means 3l - append(x]., s2)
I expression RANGE expression %prec RANGE
! x in [a .. b] iff x in (a .. b) iff a <- x <- b, [a .. b] is
sorted in increasing order
I expression '.' NAME %prec DOT
I expression 'C' expression ']' %prec DOT
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I '(I expression ')'
I '(' expression NAME ')' I expression with units of
measurement
standard time units: NANOSEC MICROSEC MILLISEC SECONDS MINUTES
HOURS DAYS WEEKS
I TIME I The current local time, used in temporal
events
I DELAY ! The time between the triggering event and the
response
I PERIOD ! The time between successive events of this type
I literal I literal with optional type id
I '?' ! An undefined value to be specified later
I '!' An undefined and illegal value
I IF expression THEN expression middle cases ELSE expression FI
middle-cases






I#' NAME 1 enumeration type literal
I '[ expressions ']' I sequence literal
I '( expressions '}' I set literal
I(S formals BIND expression ' I set literal
I expressions ';' expression '' I map literal
[ pair list '' I tuple literal
I NAME BIND expression '}' ! union literal











KODIYAK SOURCE CODE TO CREATE THE
CONCRETE INTERFACE GENERATION SYSTEM-ADACI
version stamp $Header: src.k,v 1.1 90/11/03 08:54:59 Rachal Exp $
In the grammar, comments go from a "!" to the end of the line.
Terminal symbols are entirely upper case or enclosed in single quotes (').
Nonn.rminal symbols are entirely lower case.
Lexical character classes start with a captial letter and are enclosed in (I.
In a regular expression, x+ means one or more x's.
In a regular expression, x* means zero or more x's.
* In a regular expression, (xyz] means x or y or z.
* In a regular expression, [!xyz] means any character except x or y or z.
* In a regular expression, [a-z] means any character between a and z.
* In a regular expression, . means any character except newline.













%define Op3 ""<="1 " 1I
%define 0p4 :("+"l"-"l"*"l"/"l{Backslash}IMODl ' ^' )
%define Op5 :(UIINI".."I"Il"I"."I"[")
%define Op :((Opl)l(Op2)l{Op 3)l{Op 4}l(Op5))
definitions of white space and comments
:(Blank)+
















































































! operator precedences, %left means 2+3+4 is (2+3)+4.














%left 9+', '-', PLUS, MINUS;
%left 6*6' '/', MUL, DIV, MOD;
%left UMINUS;
%left EXP;
%left '$1, 1(#, $(, 1{', '.', DOT, WHERE;
%left STAR;
!Explanations of attributes.
!adaspecification synthesized string - the result of the translaion.
!genericparameters synthesized string - builds generic portion of an
Ada specification.
!name : synthesized string - provides name of the Spec module.
subprogram declarations synthesized string - builds subprogram declaration
statements for functions or procedures.
!exception-declarations : synthesized string - builds exception declarations
portion of an Ada package.
!inputparameters : synthesized string - builds list of input parameters for
the function declaration statements.
!return type : systhesized string - provides return type of the function.
!parameter name synthesized string - provides parameter names.
!parametertype synthesized string - provides data type for variables in
the parameter list.
!output parameters : synthesized string - builds list of output parameters
I for the procedure declaration statements.
Inumoutputvariablea : synthesized integer - provides an integer value
used by the decision statement in the message
production to decide which subprogram declaration
statement is required.
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!%text :synthesized string - a Kodiyak pre-defined attribute initialized to
the text the terminal symbol matched.
!Attribute declarations.
start{ adaspecif icat ion: string; )
speci adaspeci ficat ion: string; )
modulefadaspecitication:string; )
function( adaspeci f ication: string;
qeneric parameters: string;
subprogram declarations :string;
except ion -declarations: string;
name:string; );
moduile-header( name:string;
generic parameters: string; )
messages( input parameters: string;
return type: string;
subprogram -declarationx: string;
exception declarations :string; )




num output -variables: int;
exception declarations: string; )
responsef return type: string,
output parameters: string,
num output variables: int;
exception-declarations: string, ;




response set( return type:string;
outputyparameters: string;
num output-variables: int;




num output variables: int;
exception declarations:string; }
formal message{ input parameters: string; )
actual -message( return type: string;






formal-arguments ( inptu: _parameters: string;
output parameters: string,





num output variables: int;
return type:string; ):











name list( parametesr name: string;














STRING LITERAL( %text:strinq; )
%I








Spec.ada specif icat ion-
A production with nothing after the "I" means the empty string








I instance of a generic module
function
optionally virtual FUNCTION module-header messages concepts END
J function.adaspecification -
(module header.generic parameters,
"package ", module-header.name, " pkg is\n",
messages.subprogram declarations,
messaqes.exceptiondeclarations,
"end ", module-header.name, "_pkg;\n\n"],;
Virtual modules are for inheritance only, never used directly.
machine
optionally virtual MACHINE module header state messages temporals
transactions concepts END
type
optionally virtual TYPE module-header model messages temporals
transactions concepts END
definition
DEFINITION module-header concepts END
instance
INSTANCE module-header where foreach concepts END
For making instances or partial instantiations of generic modules.
* The foreach clause allows defining sets of instances.
module-header
formal name defaults inherits imports export pragmas
moduleheader.name - formal name.name;
module header' generic-parameters - formalname.genericparameters;)
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* This part describes the static aspects of a module's interface.
* The dynamic aspects of the interface are described in the messages,
* A module is generic iff it has-parameters.
* Theparameters can be constrained by a SUCH THAT clause.
* A module can inherit the behavior of other modules
* A module can import concepts from other modules.
* A module can export concepts for use by other modules.
pragmas
p pragmas PRAGMA actual-name 
'(' actuals '
inherits
inherits INHERIT actualname hide renames
I
* Ancestors are generalizations or simplified views of a module,
A module inherits all of the behavior of its ancestors.
* Hiding a message or concept means it will not be inherited.




* Useful for providing limited views of an actor.
* Different user classes may see different views of a system,
* Messages and concepts can be hidden.
renames
renames RENAME NAME AS NAME
I
Renaming is useful for preventing NAME conflicts when inheriting
* from multiple sources, and for adapting modules for new uses.
Theparameters, model and state components, messages, exceptions,
* and concepts of dn actor can be renamed.
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imports






(messages [2] subprogram declarations,
nes saqe. subprogram declarat ions];






MESSAGE formal message response praqmas
mossage.subprogram declarations -
response. -,um -output -variables -- 1
-> C"\tfunction name(", formal -mossage.inputyparaneters,
") return ", response.return-type, ";\n 9 ]
# ("\tprocedure nae (", formal mssaqe.inputparameters,
";\n\t\t\t", response. outputparameters, ")~;\n"];
Me3ssage. exception-declarat ions - response. except ion declar at ions;)
response
response selt
responsereturn type - responseset. return type;
respons*.outputparameters - response set. out put parameter s;
response .num output variables -re spon se-set. .num output va r iable s;
response.exception declarations ""I
Iresponse cases
response. return_type - responqn cases. return type;
response. output parameters -
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response cases .output parameters;
response.num-output variables -
response cases. num output variables;
response.exception -declarations -
response cases .exceptlon declarations;
response cases
WHEN expression -list response set pragmas response_cases
jresponse cases(l] .return type -
(response cases(2] .return type, response-set.return type];
response casest(1].exception -declarations -
(response cases (2] ..xception -declarations,
response set.except ion declarat ions];
response cases (11.outputparameters -
(response cas s(2].output parameters,
response set.output_parameters);
response cases El].num output variables
response set .nuin output variables;
I OTHERWISE response set
response cases [1].exception declarations
response set .except ion-declarations;
response_cases .num -output variables -




choose reply send* transition
response-set return type - reply.return type;
re sponses set. out putparameters - reply. output parameters;




CHOOSE I'(I formals 0) 1
reply
REPLY actualmessage where
freply.return type - actual messaqe.return type;
reply. output parameters -act ual me ssage. output par ameter s;
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reply.numoutput_variables - actual_message.num-outputvar ables;
reply.exceptiondeclarations
actualmessage.exception-declarations; I
I GENERATE actual-message where used in generators
reply.return-type -
reply.outputparameters -




SEND actualmessage TO actualname where foreach
( I
transition








optional exception optionalactual name formal_arguments
actualmessage.return type - formalarguments.returntype;
actual message.output parameters -
formalarguments.outputparameters;
actual message.num outputvariables -
formalarguments.numoutputvariables;




















FOREACH '(' formals ')'
I
foreach is used to describe a set of messages or instances
model ! data types have conceptual models for values
MODEL formal arguments invariant pragmas
(I
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state ! machines have conceptual models for states
STATE formal_arguments invariant initially pragmas
invariant I invariants are true for all states or instances
INVARIANT expression_list






TEMPORAL formalname defaults where response
I Temporal events are trigged at absolute times,
in terms of the local clock of the actor.
-he "where" describes the triggering conditions




TRANSACTION actual-name '-' actionlist where foreach
I Transactions are atomic.
I The where clause can specify timing constraints.
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action-list




action action %prec STAR I unordered set of actions
()
I IF alternatives FI I choice
(1
I DO alternatives OD I repeated choice
()
I actualname a normal message or subtransaction
I EXCEPTION actualname an exception message
alternatives











CONCEPT formal-name ':' expression defaults where
* constants
I CONCEPT formal-name '(' formals ')' defaults
VALUE '(' formals I)' where
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functions, defined with preconditions and postconditions
opt ional formal name
formal-name
formal-name
NAME '{C formals 1)'
f ormal-name. name - NAME.%text;
formal name.qeneric parameters -("generic\n\t",
formals.gonericjparameters, "I;\n"I;
I NAME
formal name.name - NAME.%text;
f ormaln name.goner ic parameters -I'l
formal-arguments
('formals I)'
formal arguments .input parameters - formals input parameters;
f ormal arqument s. out putparasmeters - formals .output parameters;
formal arguments .num output-variablds-
formals .num output -variables;






formals.inputparameters - field list.input_parameters;
formals. outputyparameters field -list. output parameters;
formal. .gonericparameters -field list.generic parameters;
formals.num -output -variables - field list.num_output_variables;
formals. return type - field-list.return type;
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f ield-list
f ield-list ',type binding
field-list (1].input_parameters
[field-list[2].input parameters. 11;
type binding .input parameters];
field list(l] .generic parameters -
(field_list(2] .generic parameters, 11 ",
type binding.generic_parameters];
fieldi13t(l] .output parameters -
[field_list [2] .output-parameters, ;"
type -binding. output parameters];
field list [1].num output variables .
field list[2] .num output variables + 1;
field -list [ 11 .return-type -type binding. return type;
I type-binding
field-list.input parameters =type binding.input parameters;
field list. output parameters -type binding. output parameters;
field list, generic parameters -type_binding, generic parameters;
field list.num output variables -1;




(name list.parameter name, 11: in 11,
expression.parameter -type];
type binding.gonericyparameters -
[name list.parameter -name, ": 11,
expression.parameter-type];
type bindinq.outputparameters -
(name list.parameter name, ": out
expression.parameter_typel;
type bindinq.return -type - expression. return-type;
I $S NAME 1:6 expression
name-list
name-list NAME
name-list(1] .parameter name - (name list[2] .parameter name,
NAJ4E.ttext];
I NAME







optional actual name.exceptiondeclarations -
P"\t",actual name.exception-declarations, ": exception;\n"I;
optional actual name.exception-declarations -
actualname
NAME '(' actuals 'P
I NAME %prec SEMI I must have a lower precedence than 'P
{actual name.parameter type - NAME.ttext;
actual name.returntype - NAME.%text;
actual-name.exception declarations NAME.%text;
actuals







expressionlist ',' expression %prec COMMA
I expression %prec COMMA
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expression
QUANTIFIER '(' formals BIND expression ')
C)
I actual-name variables and constants
expression.parametertype - actualname.parametertype;
expression.return-type - actualname.returntype;
expression I'( actuals ') I function call
C)
I expression '' actual-name expression with explicit type cast
I NOT expression %prec NOT
I e
I expression AND expression %prec AND
I )
I expression OR expression %prec OR
C)
expression IMPLIES expression %prec IMPLIES
I )
I expression 1FF expression %pre LFF
I e
expression '-' expression %prec LE
expression NE expression %prec LE
expression '' expression %prec E
e)
expression LE expression %prec LE
I e
expression LE expression %prec LE
Iexpression GE expression %prec L.E
C)
I expression NE expression %prec LEC)
expression NGT expression %prec LE
C)Iexpression NGT expression %prec I.E
Iexpression NLE expression %prec I.E
C)
Iexpression NEV expression %prec I.E
expression NEQV expression %prec LE
C)
I'-' expression %prec UMINUS
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I expression '+, expression %prec PLUS
I expression expression Sprec MINUS
I expression '-' expression %prec MUL
expression '*' expression %prec DIV
I e
expression 'OD expression %prec DOD
Iexpression UO expression %prec O
I e
expression EXP expression %prec EXP
expression U expression %prec U
expression APPEND expression prec APPEND
expression IN expression prec IN
,.' expression %prec STAR
* *x is the value of x in the previous state
'$' expression %prec DOT
Sx represents a collection of items rather than just one
* sl - (x, $s2) means sl - union((x), s2)
s ml = (x, $s2] means sl - append([x], s2)
expression RANGE expression %prec RANGE
* x in [a .. b] iff x in (a .. b) ire a <- x <- b, [a b] is
sorted in increasing order
( I
I expression '.' NAME %prec DOT
I expression '[f expressionlist '1' %prec DOT
( I
I '(' expression I)'
'( expression NAME 'I)' ! expression with units of measurement
* standard time units: NANOSEC MICROSEC MILLISEC SECONDS MINUTES
HOURS DAYS WEEKS
(I
I TIME I The current local time, used in temporal events
I DELAY The time between the triggering event and
the response
(I
I PERIOD ! The time between successive events of this type
(7
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I literal I literal with optional type id
'?' !An undefined value to be specified later
I 'I' An undefined and illegal value
I IF expression THEN expression middle cases ELSE expression FI
I)
middle-cases







#' NAME enumeration type lileral
'[' expressions '] sequence literal
I 'I expressions ' P set literal
I)
I I(' formals BIND expression 'P set literdl
{)
I 'I' expressions ';' exprej:inn P I map literal
I '' pair-list ] tuple literal
I 'I(' NAME BIND expression ')' union literal














The purpose of this user's guide is to enable a user to generate an
Ada specification from a valid Spec specification via the concrete
interface generation system. This guide assumes an executable version
of the concrete interface generation system hs been installed on your
system. The user's guide also assumes the reader is familiar with Spec
and Ada.
B. SPEC INPUT
The user must provide a valid Spec input file for the concrete
interface generation system.
The concrete interface generation system has not been fully
implemented. For the current version of the system, "valid Spec
input" is a file containing one Spec FUNCTION module. The current












Make sure that the command "adaci" is in your name space by
entering the command "which adaci" at the UNIX prompt. If it
responds ivth a pathname, you are ready to use the system.
If you get an error message that starts with "no adaci in ... ," you
should edit your .cshrc file to add the path for the Spec tools to the
path variable in your unix shell. On suns2, this path should be
"/usr/spectools" and the line added to your .cshrc file should look like
the following:
set path - ($path /usr/spectools)
D. SYSTEM OPERATION
Operation of the concrete interface generation system is very
simple. Place the file containing a valid Spec specification i'a a file
named "specfile..name" in your current working directory. From the
UNIX prompt, enter the command:
adaci spec-flle-name > ada,-fle-name
The concrete interface generation system will store the generated
Ada specification in the file "adafilename." The Ada specification
will be displayed on the terminal screen if the "> ada file name" is
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omitted. The command adaci can also be used as a filter in a UNIX
pipe.
E. SAMPLE EXECUTION
To generate the Ada specification for the Spec FUNCTION
"square-root" using the concrete interface generation system, follow
these steps.
1. Store the Spec FUNCTION "squarejroot" shown in Figure C.1 in
a file named "sqrt.s".
FUNCTION squarerootiprecision:float SUCH THAT precision > 0.0
MESSAGE(x: float)
WHEN x >- 0.0
REPLY(y: float)
WHERE y > 0.0, approximates(y * y, x)
OTHERWISE REPLY EXCEPTION imaginary squareroot
CONCEPT approximates (rl r2: float)
VALUE(b: boolean)
WHERE b <-> abs(rl - r2) <- abs(r2 * precision)
END
Figure C.1. Generic Example, Input: Spec
2. At the UNIX prompt enter the command:
adaci sqrt.s > sqrt.s.a
3. At the UNIX prompt enter the command: more sqrt.s.a





package square -rootjpkg is
function name(x: in float) return float;
imaginary square root: exception;
end square~root kg
Figure 0.2. Generic Example. Output: Ada Specification
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